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Name:  ___________________________  Date:  ________________  Period:  __________
Understanding Hyperlinks
Hyperlinks are links to other ____________________ within a document (called ____________________), locations on internet websites, or links to email addresses.
Hyperlinks can be applied to text or a graphics allowing a user to click it and move to a ____________________ location.
Applying a Hyperlink
	Working with hyperlinks quickly takes you to the location within the ____________________, web page, bookmark, or ________________ address.
Removing a Hyperlink and Screen Tip
Once a hyperlink is ____________________, it will no longer be linked to a document or external web location. 
Hyperlinks are removed the same way for ____________________ and images. 
After a ____________________ is deleted, it will not display in the hyperlink. 
Adding a Bookmark
A ____________________ is a location or a selection of text that you name and identify for ____________________ reference. 
Bookmark names can contain ____________________, but they must begin with a ____________________. You cannot have any ____________________ in a bookmark name, so use an ____________________ to separate words or put the words together. For example, Trade_Secrets or TradeSecrets. 
Adding an Email as a Hyperlink
An email address link is used to provide ____________________ information, elicit feedback, or ____________________ information.
Creating Footnotes and Endnotes
Both endnotes and footnotes are citations in a document. 
A ____________________ is placed at the bottom of the page in the document on which the citation is located, while an ____________________ is at the end of document. 
Footnotes and endnotes are automatically ____________________. 
Edits to a footnote or endnote are made within the text. 
Deleting a footnote or endnote will automatically ____________________ the remaining footnotes or endnotes.
Formatting Footnotes and Endnotes
According to the Modern Language Association (MLA), a bottom of the page footnote in MLA Style is ____________________ spaced with a ____________________ indent and ____________________ spacing between each footnote, while an ____________________ is double spaced with no hanging indent. 
The dialog box contains additional options to change the numbering ____________________ and ____________________ for both footnotes and endnotes. 
Converting Footnotes and Endnotes
It is easy to ____________________ from a footnote to an endnote. 
The process is the same for both types of notes. 
Creating a Table of Contents  
A table of contents is usually found at the ____________________ of a long document to help readers quickly locate topics of interest. 
A table of contents is an ____________________ list of the topics in a document, along with the ____________________ numbers on which they are found. 
Creating a Table of Contents from Heading Styles
Word makes inserting a table of contents easy using the built-in ____________________ of styles on the Table of Contents menu.
The menu includes an ____________________ format and a ______________ format. 
Word automatically builds your table of contents using the Heading 1, Heading 2, and Heading 3 styles. 
Formatting a Table of Contents
You can use styles other than Heading 1, Heading 2, and Heading 3 to create a table of contents. 
The Table of Contents Options dialog box provides options for choosing which ____________________ you want to include and at what ____________________ you would like them to appear in the table of contents.
The Table of Contents dialog box has other options you can specify, including whether to show ____________________ or ____________________ page numbers. You can also specify ____________________, which are the ____________________ that appear between the table of contents ____________________ and the tab set for the corresponding page number. 
Modifying a Table of Contents
Modifying a table of contents allows you to change the ____________________ and formatting and to decide whether you want to apply the changes to the present document, the Quick Style list, or add to the ____________________ to reapply. 
Any changes made will allow you to ____________________ update the document. 
Adding Selected Text to a Table of Contents
Sometimes in a table of contents you might want to include text that has not been ____________________ with a ____________________ style. 
The Add Text menu enables you to choose the level at which the new text will appear. 
The levels available in the previous exercise were Do Not Show in Table of Contents, Level 1, Level 2, and Level 3. 
When working with tables of contents in other documents that have more levels, ____________________ options may be available on the menu.
Updating a Table of Contents
After adding new text, a new page, or ____________________ the table of contents, the next step is to ____________________ the table of contents. 

